
Power Balance v1.0
Because you can't be in two places at once!

Copyright © 1994 Neil Gorin - Based on an idea by Steve Mendham

Disk Vendor & BBS Sysop Information
RECOMMENDED FILENAME FOR BBS DISTRIBUTION: PBWIN100.ZIP/ARJ/LZH

Unlike with some authors, you do not require my permission to distribute this program, provided 
that the following points are complied with:

1: It must be made clear to all customers that this program is Shareware and that Shareware is 
not free software.

2: You may not modify or delete any of the files, or remove my name or copyright notice from any 
files or documentation.  You may add to the disk any library information or relevant
files as you see fit.

3: If you forward a copy of your latest catalogue to me, you will then be placed on the mailing list 
to receive the latest versions of our software range when they become available. Please include a
note indicating that you have added Power Balance to your library. 

4: For BBS distribution, please ZIP, LZH or ARJ this ENTIRE disk and NOT a previously installed 
copy. The INSTALL program will automatically sense where the archive has been decompressed, 
and install correctly.

5: A quick note to reviewers: If you are preparing a review of this program, please phone to check 
you have the latest version. 

Please note: The Install program supplied with Power Balance checks whether any of the 
required files have been removed.  If files are missing, Balance will not install.  Please check your
copy is complete.

Sample Descriptions

The following descriptions may be used (or used with modifications) as you wish. Please include 
the exact version number of the program in your description and if possible
that I am UK based.

BBS (From FILE_ID.DIZ): POWER BALANCE FOR WINDOWS V1.00 <ASP> Synchronize your 
data on 2 PCs! If you keep the same files (for example a diary) on two PCs, maybe a Laptop and 
Desktop, and you update one you'll need to change the other.  Power Balance does this for you, 
saving time and making sure both PCs are bang up to date!

CATALOGUE: Power Balance for Windows v1.00 <ASP>.  If you ever use the same data files on 
more than one computer, maybe you carry a laptop, sooner or later you'll update the data on one 
PC and forget to change the other.  Power Balance ensures that you needn't worry - simply run 
Power Balance and the most recent copies of each file are placed on both machines!  You can 
create multiple balancing sets for different purposes, and can balance files over some form of link
(such as a Interlink cable, or WFWG network) or simply with an intermediate floppy disk - just 
follow the step by step instructions!  Features an easy to use mouse based graphical user 
interface.  From Neil Gorin, author of Gorin's Organiser and The Gorin Desktop (catalogue 



numbers XXXX and XXXX respectively).  Registration is a very reasonable £14.95.
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